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Outline
The Problem Every policy should have a problem.
Why is it a Problem? Every problem should be a problem
because (1) stakeholders’ perspectives differ, (2) it doesn’t
already have a policy to resolve it, or (3) both.
The Proposed Solution Coastal and Marine Spatial Planning
(“CMSP”) as conceived by the federal government and
states.
Challenges to Implementation Scope; overlapping agency
jurisdiction; financing
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The Problem
Multiple, sometimes
conflicting uses
have aggregated
impacts on the
oceans and Great
Lakes; and
increased use has
led to a “crowding”
of coastal areas.
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Why is it a problem?
• Actual and potential economic, environmental, and
social impacts that vary by ecosystem and region
(macro) and from community to community (micro).
• Uses currently regulated independently—e.g.,
designation of shipping lanes, limits on take, and
lease requirements on the Outer Continental Shelf—
by both state and federal agencies.
• Coastal and ocean management is unique from land
use regimes.
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The Proposed Solution (Federal)
• President Obama formed the
Interagency Ocean Policy Task
Force on June 12, 2009.
• Interim Report released
September 10, 2009.
• Interim Framework for Effective
Coastal and Marine Spatial
Planning released December 9,
2009.
• Final Recommendations issued
and EO 13547 signed July 19,
2010.
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The Proposed Solution (State)

• Washington’s SSB 6350, passed March 19, 2010.
• Establishes a marine interagency team to draw up a
framework for CMSP and a plan to integrate it into
existing management plans.
• Dept. of Ecology to develop guidance for siting and
operation of offshore renewable energy facilities.
• Actions dependent on non-state funding.
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Coastal and Marine Spatial Planning
“CMSP is a comprehensive, adaptive, integrated,
ecosystem-based, and transparent spatial planning
process, based on sound science, for analyzing
current and anticipated uses of ocean, coastal and
Great Lakes areas. CMSP identifies areas most
suitable for various types or classes of activities in
order to reduce conflicts among uses, reduce
environmental impacts, facilitate compatible uses,
and preserve critical ecosystem services to meet
economic, environmental, security and social
objectives.” Final Recommendations at 41.
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What is it really
really?
?
• 9 regional plans
• Coast line to limits of the
EEZ and Outer Continental Shelf
• Developed by regional planning
bodies (Fed, State, tribal reps)
• Identify range of future uses, compare tradeoffs and cumulative
effects as a basis for planning decisions
• Release draft plans for public comment; new National Ocean Council
confirms consistency with national policy; plans to adapt to changes
• Up to 8 years for all plans to be certified
• Does not supersede existing laws -- CMSP intended to inform
choices under existing regulatory processes
• May not resolve all conflicts
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Challenges to Implementation
(Agencies)
Scope 95,000 miles of coastline. A variety of interests: commercial
and sport fishing, aquaculture, recreation, mining, oil and gas
exploration, renewable energy, undersea cables, national security,
coastal private property, tribal treaty rights, cultural heritage sites,
national parks & marine sanctuaries, protected & endangered species…
Overlapping Agency Jurisdiction ~20 federal agencies are involved in
some capacity with ocean oversight (e.g., NOAA, BOEMRE, FERC,
Army COE, Navy, Coast Guard, EPA, various White House entities).
Financing States looking to federal leadership. Need both (wo)man
hours and technology (e.g., NOAA’s Multipurpose Marine Cadadstre).
Time Dedication req’d. 8 years is a long time for priorities to change.
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Challenges to Implementation
(Developers)
Uncertainty CMSP adds uncertainty to project planning.
PROS. Areas “preferred” for offshore renewable energy
projects; will not prevent development in other areas; will
not affect projects already permitted in an area
CONS. Additional hurdles may arise for projects planned
for areas not “preferred” for renewable energy
Timeline 8 years for complete plans is a long time to wait.
PROS. Developers are valued stakeholders and can get
involved; some regional plans may not take as long
CONS. Lack of regional plan for a long period may
create perception of risk among possible financiers
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Challenges to Implementation
(Developers)
New Regulation
PROS. Agencies’ goal is to streamline current state and
federal regulatory processes; may result in, e.g., feasible
FERC pilot project license process in short term
CONS. CMSP will not replace single-sector regulation;
despite goal to streamline, may result in new/different
regulatory or permitting processes as political priorities
change
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